
Why does the ALFIS-3 not turn on?
The probable causes may be: poor connection between the power adapter and power 
cable; analyzer is set to 'Off'; faulty power adapter; power failure; ALFIS-3 is in 'Sleep 
Mode'.

Why does the cartridge holder not protrude out?
This can be due to a mechanical error or software malfunction. Restart the ALFIS-3 
analyzer, by turning the power 'off' and then, 'on' again.
 
Why is there a clicking noise when the cartridge holder(s) protrude out?
This is a normal function of the ALFIS-3 analyzer. No action is required.

Why does the LCD display not function properly?
This could be due to electrostatic shock or an electrical circuit failure. Connect the 
power cable to a grounded external power outlet and remove any source of 
electrostatic charge. Restart the analyzer.

Why is there a barcode error displayed?
This may be due to foreign matter obscuring the barcode or a misprinted barcode. 
Remove any foreign matter present on the barcode and reinsert the cartridge. If the 
error code persists, it may be due to a misprinted barcode. Repeat test using a new 
ALFIS-3 test cartridge.

Why is there an 'insert tip' message being displayed?
There is a pipette tip and/or mag tip missing from the test cartridge inserted into the 
ALFIS-3 analyzer. Eject cartridge and place missing tip(s) in corresponding slot(s). 
Restart test.
 
Why is 'Please wait until the reader reaches the recommended temperature' being 
displayed?
The system temperature is outside the operational temperature range or there is a 
malfunction of the built-in temperature sensor. Wait 3 minutes and recheck the 
temperature status of the system. (Refer to section '9.4: Temperature' of the manual)

Questions
Frequent ly Asked



Why is 'Insert ID chip' being displayed?
The test is being performed without an ID Chip or the lot numbers of the ID Chip and test 
cartridge do not match. Insert ID Chip with matching lot number to the test cartridge 
being used. 

Why is 'Error_S1' being displayed?
This indicates problems in the Optical System. Contact Immunostics Technical Support.

Why can't I print the test results?
The printer function may be set to 'off'. Turn the printer 'on' by accessing the 'Printer 
On/Off' menu. If issue persists, there may be a malfunction in the printer. 
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